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the m1 could also help you learn about the inner workings of a good
soundstage. peter hotop explains: every time isee an m1 sound, it

evokes feelings of sympathy for the poor bastard who has to actually
build it. it's a painstakingly complex piece of circuitry, requiring

careful positioning of inputs and outputs, fitting of the cartridges,
hours of soldering, and endless tests. even after all that, the

soundstage is compromised by the limitations of the real hardware --
but the korg engineers made their magic happen without any of that.
bringing a new idea to life is easier than trying to perfect one, and for

the m1, that ethos applies to the lfos. in conjunction with the filter
and amplifier envelope generators, they add that elusive "feel" to

otherwise static sounds. the m1 has a stock lfo with a fully assignable
waveform and a zoomed-out view of its waveforms. its amplitude can
be varied up to 99 percent, and its velocity can be varied from 0 to

127 percent of normal. in addition, the sweep speed can be varied up
to 60 times per second. when an lfo is sweeping from positive to

negative velocity, it's often referred to as negative lfo. the m1's lfos
also support two more types of operations. they support a negative
rate mode, which is similar to a traditional lfo. and they support a

lock mode, which helps you produce a steady sound with traditional
lfo functionality. the m1's lfos also respond to keyboard velocity, so

you can create percussive effects with singlewaveform sweeps.
another new feature is the envelope circulator. a program that

generates a low-frequency envelope is useful for musical applications
in which timing accuracy is critical, such as drums. the envelope

generator generates a sinusoidal waveform with a fixed frequency.
the result is a sawtooth waveform, as shown in figure 1. the envelope

circulator's output is routed to its input, allowing you to crossfade
with the envelope. its output can also be connected to the mix,

allowing you to use it as a modulation source.
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odyssey is a product of korg's imagination and it was developed in
cooperation with australian legends arp. the sound of the original

hammond-b3 is now captured by odyssey and refined and shaped by
a polyphonic synthesizer. odyssey is a companion to the arp odyssey,
which was first introduced in 2014. like the arp odyssey, the odyssey
contains all of the original features of the arp 2600. like the original,

odyssey's organic components include a pcm emulation of the
original analog circuitry as well as new digital circuits. the odyssey is

equipped with high-performance synthesizer voices, eq, lfos, an
extensive effects section, and optional low voltage led volume

control. odyssey also provides a wide range of mastering tools for
producing professional-quality sounds. odyssey's multiple waveform

modes include monophonic, monophonic/dual-monophonic, and
polyphonic. odyssey also includes all of the arp odyssey's voices, as
well as the original arp technical manual. mastering with odyssey
odyssey also includes analog outputs, digitally controlled multi-

effects, lfo, and rca outputs. odyssey is a powerful tool for all kinds of
sound creation, as well as mastering and editing. for more

information about the odyssey, please visit:
www.korg.com/us/products/synths/odyssey/ korg collection 1 was

released in 2004. it came in two formats, a complete model package
for the tl synth that included its components, and a software-only

recreation of the tl, which appeared with its own expansion medium.
the tl100 series incorporated it software recreation was made up of
two sections. the first was model synthesis and the second, a hybrid
engine to recreate its wonderful sounds. korg collection 1 continued

to provide a realistic and reliable analog recreation. 5ec8ef588b
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